ABSTRACT

Sugar is one of the nine (9) basic needs of the people. Based on a survey research center sugar plantations Indonesia in 2011, potential land sugarcane in East Java province up to 120,000 hectares. So, all the dynamics that happened about sugar in East Java to be interesting for further investigation.

General purpose of writing this thesis is further analyses about politics sugar in east java and a specific to analyze the interests of the actor in politics of sugar in east java, and consider anything done by the actor to reach the interests. Researchers use qualitative research methods with 3 subjects sugar importers listed in the scope of the area of the East Java, Bulog, PTPN XI, and PG Rajawali and also the people of the farmers association of the sugar cane (APTR) and the department of trade and industry of east java.

From the research that has been done is the conclusion that the potential problems about sugar will be prevented if Government can wisely doing analysis of objective and transparent about the demand of sugar and sugar prices are expected by society. So the imports of sugar policy and the determination of the basic price of that which is excreted could be accepted by all levels of society.
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